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Abstract
Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) play an important role in maintaining cellular function by correctly timing key pro-
cesses such as cell division and apoptosis. GRNs are known to contain similar structural components, which describe
how genes and proteins within a network interact - typically by feedback. In many GRNs, proteins bind to gene-sites
in the nucleus thereby altering the transcription rate. If the binding reduces the transcription rate there is a negative
feedback leading to oscillatory behaviour in mRNA and protein levels, both spatially (e.g. by observing fluorescently
labelled molecules in single cells) and temporally (e.g. by observing protein/mRNA levels over time). Mathematical
modelling of GRNs has focussed on such oscillatory behaviour. Recent computational modelling has demonstrated
that spatial movement of the molecules is a vital component of GRNs, while it has been proved rigorously that the
diffusion coefficient of the protein/mRNA acts as a bifurcation parameter and gives rise to a Hopf-bifurcation. In
this paper we consider the spatial aspect further by considering the specific location of gene and protein production,
showing that there is an optimum range for the distance between an mRNA gene-site and a protein production site
in order to achieve oscillations. We first present a model of a well-known GRN, the Hes1 system, and then extend
the approach to examine spatio-temporal models of synthetic GRNs e.g. n-gene repressilator and activator-repressor
systems. By incorporating the idea of production sites into such models we show that the spatial component is vital
to fully understand GRN dynamics.
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1. Introduction1
A gene regulatory network (GRN) can be defined as2
a collection of DNA segments in a cell which interact3
with each other indirectly through their RNA and4
protein products. GRNs lie at the heart of intracellular5
signal transduction and indirectly control many import-6
ant cellular functions such as cell division, apoptosis7
and adhesion. One key class of GRNs is a group of pro-8
teins called transcription factors. As the name suggests,9
in response to a range of signals, transcription factors10
change the transcription rate of genes, allowing cells11
to alter the levels of proteins they require at any given12
time. A GRN is said to contain a negative feedback13
loop if a gene product inhibits its own production either14
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directly or indirectly, and similarly, is said to contain15
a positive feedback loop if a gene product enhances16
its own production either directly or indirectly. In17
particular, the modification of the transcription of genes18
by proteins (transcription factors) through negative19
feedback (down-regulation) is an important component20
of many gene networks, and such negative feedback21
systems are known to exhibit oscillations in the levels22
of the molecules involved. Negative feedback loops23
are commonly found in diverse biological processes24
including inflammation, meiosis, apoptosis and the heat25
shock response (Lahav et al., 2004), where the oscillat-26
ory expression is of particular importance. In addition27
to their natural occurrence, GRNs have also become28
an important focus in the emerging field of synthetic29
biology. Since the pioneering work of Becskei and30
Serrano (2000) and Elowitz and Leibler (2000), there31
has been a great deal of interest in synthetic GRNs, both32
from a practical, experimental viewpoint (Balagadde33
et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Yordanov et al., 2014)34
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and from a theoretical, modelling viewpoint (Purcell35
et al., 2010; O’Brien et al., 2012).36
37
Mathematical modelling of GRNs can be traced38
back 50 years to the seminal paper of Goodwin (1965),39
followed shortly after by the paper of Griffith (1968).40
These papers proposed a generic “closed-loop” negative41
feedback model for a simple mRNA-protein feedback42
system (which we note is appropriate to model the43
actual Hes1 protein system, Hirata et al. (2002)). The44
models were restricted to purely temporal ODEs and45
oscillatory behaviour was elusive. Mackey and Glass46
(1977) introduced the idea of incorporating delays into47
differential equations. Delay-differential equation mod-48
els for GRNs have been studied extensively for the last49
two decades, since the early work of Smolen, Baxter50
and Byrne (e.g. Smolen et al., 1999, 2001, 2002). Of51
particular interest here is Smolen et al. (1999) where the52
relation between delays and macromolecular transport53
was discussed. Specifically, their GRN model used a54
delay to account for active transport of molecules and55
showed that while such a model leads to oscillatory56
behaviour, incorporating molecular diffusion supressed57
oscillations. Other more recent models, including58
models of the Hes1 system, the p53-Mdm2 system59
and the NF-κB system, also showed that delays were60
found to provoke oscillatory behaviour (Tiana et al.,61
2002; Jensen et al., 2003; Lewis, 2003; Monk, 2003;62
Bernard et al., 2006). Theoretical models of synthetic63
GRNs (e.g. repressilators) have also been proposed and64
studied (Purcell et al., 2010; O’Brien et al., 2012), while65
interest in modelling bacterial operons by Mackey and66
co-workers (Yildirim and Mackey, 2003; Hilbert et al.,67
2011; Mackey et al., 2015) has added additional insight.68
69
Early spatial models of theoretical intracellular70
systems were pioneered in the 1970s by Glass and71
co-workers (Glass and Kauffman, 1970; Shymko and72
Glass, 1974) and again in the 1980s by Mahaffy and73
co-workers (Busenberg and Mahaffy, 1985; Mahaffy,74
1988; Mahaffy and Pao, 1984), where the focus was75
on analysing generic systems with one-dimensional76
models. ODE models were reconfigured to incorporate77
a spatial dimension using reaction-diffusion PDEs and78
steady states and stability were determined with partic-79
ular attention paid to the geometry of the model. They80
coined the term “spatial switching” to indicate how81
the system geometry can lead to different dynamical82
behaviour. This approach has recently been extended83
by Naqib et al. (2012). Other spatial models have84
focussed on the idea of modelling a cell using two (or85
more) compartments, to account for different processes86
which occur in the nucleus and cytoplasm (see, for87
example, Sturrock et al., 2011, 2012); certain models88
incorporate both compartments and delays (e.g. Momiji89
and Monk, 2008). A two-dimensional spatial model90
of molecular transport inside a cell was formulated by91
Cangiani and Natalini (2010) and this general approach92
was adopted by Sturrock et al. (2011) to formulate93
and study a spatio-temporal model of the Hes1 GRN94
considering diffusion of the protein and mRNA. This95
model was then later extended to account for transport96
across the nuclear membrane and directed transport97
via microtubules (Sturrock et al., 2012). Other papers98
adopting an explicitly spatial approach include those99
of Szyman´ska et al. (2014), focussing on the role of100
transport via the microtubules, and Clairambault and101
co-workers (Dimitrio et al., 2013; Eliasˇ and Clairam-102
bault, 2014; Eliasˇ et al., 2014a,b), focussing on the p53103
system.104
105
In this paper we focus on the spatial component,106
by supposing that the different processes within a107
given GRN occur at specific sites. This approach108
removes the requirement to consider compartments109
and instead localises mRNA and protein production.110
The initial Hes1 model is an extension of the model of111
Sturrock et al. (2011, 2012) and is inspired by the recent112
result of Chaplain et al. (2015) where it was proved113
rigorously that molecular diffusion causes oscillations.114
We develop and analyse spatio-temporal mathematical115
models for synthetic GRNs, focussing on the role of116
diffusion and the spatial location of the gene sites and117
protein production sites in generating and controlling118
the oscillatory dynamics.119
120
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2121
we discuss the results of the canonical GRN, the Hes1122
system. In Sections 3 and 4 we develop models and123
present simulation results for three different synthetic124
GRNs, specifically repressilators and activator-125
repressors. Discussions, conclusions and directions for126
future work in this area are given in the final Section 5.127
2. The Hes1 System128
The Hes1 protein is a member of the family of ba-129
sic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors and130
is known to repress the transcription of its own gene131
through direct binding to regulatory sequences in the132
Hes1 promoter (Hirata et al., 2002). For this reason,133
it may be termed the canonical transcription factor or134
canonical gene regulatory network. It is known that135
periodically changing levels of Hes1 protein controls136
2
embryonic development, specifically in correctly timed137
somite segmentation (see, for example, Kageyama et al.,138
2007). Mathematical modelling is particularly well139
suited to the relatively simple Hes1 system, which is140
controlled by way of a single negative feedback loop141
between its mRNA and protein. Of particular interest142
here is spatial modelling. Sturrock et al. (2011) showed143
that a two compartment, nucleus-cytoplasm reaction-144
diffusion model gives rise to oscillatory behaviour,145
while Chaplain et al. (2015) rigorously proved that the146
diffusion parameter controls whether or not the system147
oscillates. Here we modify the model used by Chap-148
lain et al. (2015) to incorporate sites at which the hes1149
mRNA and Hes1 protein will be produced. For the pur-150
poses of discussion we will refer to locations of mRNA151
production as “gene-sites” and protein production as152
“production sites”. We present results for a 1D inter-153
val model, however they equally apply to models of the154
system in other geometries, specifically 2D circular and155
elliptical and 3D spherical, (more details can be found156
in Appendix B). We consider the non-dimensional (see157
2.1 for details of the non-dimensionalisation) form of158
the 1D model to be:159
∂m
∂t
= D
∂2m
∂x2
+
αm
1 + ph
δεxm (x) − µm,
∂p
∂t
= D
∂2p
∂x2
+ αpmδεxp (x) − µp,
(1)
where m(x, t) and p(x, t) are the concentrations of hes1160
mRNA and Hes1 protein, respectively. Initially (and for161
simplicity) we assume that both mRNA and protein dif-162
fuse through the cell with the same constant diffusion163
coefficient, D, and are subject to degradation (propor-164
tional to their concentrations) at the same rate, µ. The165
protein is translated at a production site located at po-166
sition xp, at a rate αp and proportional to the level of167
mRNA. The presence of the protein then represses the168
production of mRNA (modelled by a Hill function with169
Hill coefficient h) which undergoes transcription at a170
gene-site located at position xm, at a rate αm. As such171
the Hes1 system consists of a simple negative feedback172
loop (see Figure 1 for a simple schematic of the system).173
174
Following Chaplain et al. (2015) we use a Dirac approx-175
imation of the δ-distribution function located at the gene176
and protein production sites xi, where i = {m, p}, such177
that178
δεxi (x) =

1
2ε
[
1 + cos
(
pi(x − xi)
ε
)]
|x − xi| < ε,
0 |x − xi| ≥ ε,
(2)
Figure 1: Simple schematic of the Hes1 gene regulat-
ory system. Hes1 protein is produced from hes1 mRNA
via translation, but then inhibits the production of hes1
mRNA (represses or down-regulates transcription).
with ε > 0 a small parameter indicating the half-width179
of the function. We consider a symmetric 1D interval180
x ∈ [−1, 1], and the positions of the gene and protein181
production sites will be varied. We assume zero-flux182
(Neumann) boundary conditions on the edges of the do-183
main such that:184
∂m(−1, t)
∂x
=
∂m(1, t)
∂x
= 0,
∂p(−1, t)
∂x
=
∂p(1, t)
∂x
= 0,
(3)
and zero initial conditions, i.e.,185
m(x, 0) = 0, p(x, 0) = 0. (4)
2.1. Model Parameters186
The non-dimensional parameters, used in our simula-187
tions are given in Table 1. These parameters are taken188
from Sturrock et al. (2012), where a detailed discussion189
of parameter choices is provided. They carried out a190
full parameter analysis to determine the ranges for each191
parameter for which oscillations were observed as well192
as indicating how these values correspond with results193
from the experimental literature. Our initial assumption194
is that diffusion is a constant and the other parameters195
are fixed. Sturrock et al. (2012) found that changes to196
the parameters lead to changes in the nature of oscil-197
lations, for example, changes to the period. It is real-198
istic to expect that changes to the intracellular (and ex-199
tracellular) environment would affect these parameters.200
For example, changes to the transcription/translation201
machinery due to temperature may affect the rates of202
mRNA and protein production. Such changes would203
then affect the period of oscillation204
205
In non-dimensionalising the original Hes1 system (see206
Sturrock et al. (2012) for more details) the relationships207
between the non-dimensional parameters a and their di-208
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Parameter Description Value
D diffusion coefficient 0.00075
αm mRNA transcription rate 1.0
αp protein translation rate 2.0
µ natural degradation rate 0.03
h hill coefficient 5
ε small parameter used in 0.01
delta-function approx.
Table 1: Non-dimensional parameter values used
throughout our simulations. Note initially we consider
that both mRNA and protein diffuse at the same rate
such that Dm = Dp = D.
mensional counterparts [a] are given as follows:209
D =
τ[D]
L2
, αm =
τ[αm]
m0
,
αp =
τm0[αp]
p0
, µ = τ[µ],
(5)
where τ and L are a reference time and length, respect-210
ively and m0 and p0 are reference concentrations of211
mRNA, m and protein, p. Following Sturrock et al.212
(2012) we take m0 = 0.0015µM and p0 = 0.001µM.213
Taking their lead we suppose that a cell is of width214
30µm, and as such L = 15µm (since our domain has215
length 2L). Equally by comparing the periods of os-216
cillation we observe (for the Hes1 system) with experi-217
mental data (which found the period of oscillations to be218
2 hours, Hirata et al., 2002) we take τ = 22.5 (since os-219
cillations occur with a period of approximately 320 time220
units). Using these reference values the dimensional221
parameters can be determined and are given in Table222
2. We note that the diffusion coefficient lies within the223
range of diffusion coefficients noted by Oeffinger and224
Zenklusen (2012) (these varied from 0.005µm2/s up to225
more than 1 µm2/s). While most of the parameters in226
our model are not precisely determined experimentally,227
we note that we find the behaviour reported for ranges228
of values for each parameter (cf. Sturrock et al. (2012)).229
Parameter Dimensions Value
[D] µm2s−1 7.5 × 10−3
[αm] Ms−1 6.67 × 10−11
[αp] s−1 0.0593
[µ] s−1 1.33 × 10−3
Table 2: Dimensional parameter values.
230
2.2. Varying Protein Production Site Position231
We solve system (1), subject to the boundary conditions232
(3) and initial conditions (4), first in Matlab using233
the inbuilt pdepe solver and then using COMSOL,234
with comparable results. In Figure 2 we display the235
time-variation of the total concentrations of mRNA (top236
panel) and protein (bottom panel). Since our interest237
lies in whether the separation between the mRNA238
and protein production affects whether the system239
will oscillate, we choose to fix the mRNA gene-site240
(at xm = 0.0) and vary the position of two protein241
production sites (symmetric about xm). We observe242
that if the protein production sites are either too close243
to (solid cyan curves, xp = ±0.1) or too far away from244
(red dashed curves, xp = ±0.9) the mRNA gene-site,245
the system will not oscillate. Instead, in both cases,246
the system tends towards a constant level (low or high,247
respectively) of both mRNA and protein. For the case248
xp = ±0.9, the system does initially exhibit oscillatory249
behaviour, however oscillations are quickly damped.250
251
For protein production sites which are adequately252
separated from the mRNA gene-site (blue dashed,253
black solid and green dotted curves), oscillations occur.254
The periods we observe exhibit quite wide variation,255
with the period increasing in proportion to the distance256
between production sites. For example, the period var-257
ies from 200 time units (for xp = ±0.3) to 360 time units258
(for xp = ±0.7). The amplitude of mRNA oscillations259
increases as the protein production site moves further260
away, suggesting that an increase in separation leads261
to higher peak levels of mRNA. However, the highest262
peak level for the protein is observed for a mid-range263
separation distance, e.g. xp = ±0.5. See Figure A.14264
of Appendix A for the full space-time behaviour of265
mRNA and protein concentrations for the Hes1 system266
(1) with xm = 0.0 and xp = {±0.1,±0.5,±0.9}.267
268
Our results indicate that separation between mRNA and269
protein production sites can affect whether oscillations270
occur, even for an “optimum” diffusion rate. Moreover271
the precise distance can affect oscillation amplitudes272
and periods. This result demonstrates that it is im-273
portant not to neglect the spatial aspect in modelling274
GRNs. For the purpose of discussion within this paper275
(for our initial diffusion coefficient regime) we will276
consider a separation distance of 0.5 length units as277
optimum, while separations of 0.1 and 0.9 length units278
are considered to be too short and too long, respectively.279
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Figure 2: Total mRNA (top panel) and protein (bot-
tom panel) concentrations, for the Hes1 system, (1).
The mRNA gene-site is located at xm = 0.0 and
the protein production sites are located at xp =
{±0.1,±0.3,±0.5,±0.7,±0.9} (see legend).
2.3. Varying the Diffusion Coefficients280
We now consider the effect of varying the diffusion281
coefficients of mRNA and protein. Initial investigations282
show that oscillations can be obtained for a range of283
diffusion coefficients (as for Chaplain et al., 2015,284
etc) but moreover that the particular combination of285
diffusion coefficients along with position of production286
sites dictates whether oscillations occur, and the nature287
of oscillations. If diffusion rates, for either mRNA or288
protein (or both) are increased/decreased, a correspond-289
ing increase/decrease in separation between production290
sites may also be required to generate oscillations.291
292
In Figure 3 we indicate four separate cases, all of293
which lead to oscillations. In the first and second cases294
xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.9, creating a separation between295
production sites which did not lead to oscillations for296
Figure 3: Total mRNA (top panel) and protein (bottom
panel) concentrations, for the Hes1 system (1). Case (a)
- solid black curve: Dm = 7.5 × 10−3, Dp = 7.5 × 10−4,
xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.9. Case (b) - blue dotted curve:
Dm = 7.5 × 10−4, Dp = 7.5 × 10−3, xm = 0.0 and xp =
±0.9. Case (c) - red dashed curve: Dm = 7.5 × 10−5,
Dp = 7.5 × 10−4, xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.15. Case
(d) - cyan dot-dashed curve: Dm = 7.5 × 10−4, Dp =
7.5 × 10−5, xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.15. Note that in the
top panel (for the mRNA concentration) the solid black
curve lies underneath the blue dotted curve and the red
dashed curve lies underneath the cyan dot dashed curve.
our original diffusion coefficient regime (where the297
diffusion coefficients are both equal to D, as specified in298
Table 1). By increasing either the diffusion of mRNA,299
in case (a), or protein, in case (b), by one order of300
magnitude, we show that oscillations in the system are301
now possible. In the third and fourth cases xm = 0.0302
and xp = ±0.15, again creating a separation between303
production sites which did not lead to oscillations for304
the original diffusion coefficient regime. By decreasing305
either the diffusion of mRNA, in case (c), or protein,306
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in case (d), by one order of magnitude, we show that307
oscillations in the system are now possible. Note, even308
when we reduce the diffusion rate of either mRNA or309
protein by one order of magnitude, a separation of 0.1310
remains too close to achieve oscillations. However, by311
reducing both diffusion rates we can obtain oscillations312
at this separation. Thus, for oscillations to occur313
either the diffusion coefficients or gene-site separation314
distances (or both) should be optimised.315
316
Since mRNA molecules are smaller than protein317
molecules, one might infer that mRNA diffuses faster318
than protein (cf. Stokes-Einstein Law, Miller, 1924).319
For the remainder of this paper we will discuss results320
for two diffusion coefficient regimes. In the first both321
mRNA and protein diffuse at a rate D. In the second322
mRNA diffuses more quickly at a rate Dm = 0.0075323
while diffusion of protein remains at a rate Dp = D.324
All other parameters remain as in Table 1. For this325
second diffusion coefficient regime we note that oscil-326
lations are now possible at a separation of 0.9 length327
units (and are still not found for a separation of 0.1328
length units). See Figure A.15 of Appendix A for329
the full space-time behaviour of mRNA and protein330
concentrations for the Hes1 system (1) with xm = 0.0331
and xp = {±0.1,±0.5,±0.9}, for this second diffusion332
coefficient regime.333
334
We repeated the investigation into the Hes1 system for335
different geometries considering a circular, elliptical336
and spherical domain (see Appendix B). The results337
were qualitatively comparable, confirming that both338
the size of the diffusion coefficients and the distance339
between production sites (or zones) must be optimised340
for the Hes1 system to oscillate. We note that some341
alterations to parameters may be required as the dimen-342
sions of the domain are increased. Armed with our343
results for the Hes1 system we consider the role of pro-344
duction site position in multi-gene GRNs. In particular345
we shall study the mechanics of two types of synthetic346
system. The first type consists of down-regulation347
alone, where a given gene in the cycle represses the348
next, which we will refer to as a repressilator. The349
second type will combine both up-regulation/activation350
and down-regulation/repression of genes. We will refer351
to such systems as activator-repressor systems.352
3. Synthetic GRNs: Repressilators353
The term repressilator (first coined by Elowitz and Lei-354
bler, 2000) has been reserved for a system of three355
genes which couple to form a cycle of negative feedback356
loops. We choose to use this terminology, for ease of357
reference, for any n-gene system for which the protein358
of any given gene inhibits the production of the mRNA359
for the subsequent gene. Under this terminology, the360
Hes1 system can be termed a one-gene repressilator and361
we base our synthetic multi-gene repressilator on the362
Hes1 system structure. As such the equations in 1D are363
taken to be:364
∂mi
∂t
= Dm
∂2mi
∂x2
+
αm
1 + phj
δεxmi (x) − µmmi,
∂pi
∂t
= Dp
∂2pi
∂x2
+ αpmiδεxpi (x) − µppi,
(6)
where i = {1, 2, 3, . . . n} and, since the repression of365
mRNA comes from the preceding protein in the system,366
j = {n, 1, 2, 3, . . . (n − 1)}, for an n-gene system. As be-367
fore we use a Dirac approximation of the δ-distribution368
function, this time located at the production sites xmi and369
xpi, with i as above. In our simulations we consider the370
effect of varying the position of these production sites.371
The boundary conditions and initial conditions are, as372
before, such that:373
∂mi(−1, t)
∂x
=
∂mi(1, t)
∂x
= 0,
∂pi(−1, t)
∂x
=
∂pi(1, t)
∂x
= 0,
(7)
mi(x, 0) = 0 pi(x, 0) = 0. (8)
3.1. Two-gene Repressilator374
We begin our analysis of multi-gene repressilators by375
considering a two-gene (or species) system. A simple376
schematic of a generic two-gene repressilator is shown377
in Figure 4.378
Figure 4: Simple schematic of the two-gene repressil-
ator system. Each species mRNA produces its own pro-
tein. Each species’ protein inhibits the production of the
other species’ mRNA.
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379
We solve the 1D system (6), where n = 2, with bound-380
ary conditions (7) and initial conditions (8) using the381
pdepe solver in Matlab (comparable results were ob-382
tained using COMSOL). Parameters remain as for the383
Hes1 system and are given in Table 1. By solving the384
system for numerous production site scenarios and vary-385
ing the diffusion coefficients, we find that the two-gene386
repressilator system is a “weak” oscillator, in that it only387
oscillates for a very limited set of conditions. In Fig-388
ure 5 we provide the results for four key cases, (a)-(d),389
under both diffusion coefficient regimes. Since we fo-390
cus our attention solely on distinguishing between os-391
cillating and non-oscillating cases, we choose not to re-392
port on the behaviour of the system for the cases which393
do not show periodic behaviour. In general, we note394
that alternative scenarios may result in persistent high or395
low concentrations of the mRNAs and proteins. To that396
end we graph the concentrations of species 1 mRNA397
only (all other concentrations behave qualitatively in the398
same manner).399
400
In case (a) both genes have the same production sites401
which are optimally separated for both diffusion coeffi-402
cient regimes (xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5).403
We observe oscillations, for both regimes, which match404
closely with the oscillations for the one-gene Hes1 sys-405
tem. In this case, as we might expect, the two-gene sys-406
tem acts just as if it were a single-gene system. Nothing407
in the equations or numerical code distinguishes species408
1 from species 2. In case (b) the two genes have dif-409
ferent production sites although they remain optimally410
separated for both diffusion coefficient regimes (xm1 =411
±0.2, xm2 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.7 and xp2 = ±0.5). Oscilla-412
tions are not observed in either regime. In case (c) both413
genes have the same production sites with separation414
distances only optimal for the second diffusion coeffi-415
cient regime (xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9).416
Oscillations are only seen for the second diffusion coef-417
ficient regime. In case (d) the two genes have differ-418
ent production sites with separation distances remaining419
optimal for only the second diffusion coefficient regime420
(xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.1, xp1 = ±0.9 and xp2 = ±1.0).421
In this case neither diffusion coefficient regime leads to422
oscillations. Our investigations indicate that if the pro-423
duction sites for the two genes are different then oscil-424
lations will not occur, regardless of whether gene-site425
position and diffusion coefficients are optimum or not.426
Oscillations may only be obtained if the two genes share427
the same production sites, when the system effectively428
behaves like a one-gene repressilator, the Hes1 system.429
However, in such a case, the separation between pro-430
Figure 5: Total mRNA concentrations for species 1 for
the two-gene repressilator under both diffusion coeffi-
cient regimes. Top panel: first regime, Dm = Dp = D.
Bottom panel: second regime, Dm = 0.0075 and Dp =
D. Case (a) - solid black curve: the production sites are
xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5. Case (b) -
blue dotted curve: the production sites are xm1 = ±0.2,
xm2 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.7 and xp2 = ±0.9. Case (c) - red
dashed curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0,
xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9. Case (d) - cyan dot-dashed curve: the
production sites are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.1, xp1 = ±0.9
and xp2 = ±1.0.
duction sites must then be optimised in relation to the431
diffusion coefficients in order to obtain oscillations. In432
support of these results we note that we have obtained433
comparable results for other geometries.434
3.2. Three-gene Repressilator435
We now consider the behaviour of a three-gene system,436
by solving system (6), where n = 3, with boundary437
conditions (7) and initial conditions (8), as previously,438
using the pdepe solver in Matlab (comparable results439
7
were obtained using COMSOL). Our investigation440
indicates that the three-gene repressilator oscillates441
more readily.442
Figure 6: Total mRNA concentrations for species 1 for
the three-gene repressilator under both diffusion coeffi-
cient regimes. Top panel: first regime, Dm = Dp = D.
Bottom panel: second regime, Dm = 0.0075 and Dp =
D. Case (a) - solid black curve: the production sites are
xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5.
Case (b) - blue dotted curve: the production sites are
xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.2, xm2 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.5,
xp2 = ±0.7 and xp3 = ±0.9. Case (c) - red dashed
curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0
and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9. Case (d) - cyan dot-dashed
curve: the production sites are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.05,
xm3 = ±0.1, xp1 = ±0.9, xm2 = ±0.95 and xp3 = ±1.0.
443
In Figure 6 we show the concentrations of species 1444
mRNA (since all other concentrations behave qualitat-445
ively the same), and compare to the two-gene system446
by considering comparable cases. In case (a) all three447
genes have the same production sites which are op-448
timally separated for both diffusion coefficient regimes449
(xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5).450
We note oscillations (for both regimes) across all spe-451
cies. The full space-time behaviour of all three mRNAs452
and proteins for this case are given in Figure A.16 of453
Appendix A. We observe that the system behaves as if454
there were three copies of the Hes1 gene.455
456
In case (b) all three genes have different produc-457
tion sites but remain optimally separated for both458
diffusion coefficient regimes (xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.2,459
xm2 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.5, xp2 = ±0.7 and xp3 = ±0.9).460
In this case, unlike for the two-gene repressilator,461
oscillations are observed (for both regimes). We note462
that both the period and amplitude of the oscillations463
for all three mRNAs and proteins are greater compared464
to case (a). Although two of the mRNAs are now465
produced in two locations rather than one, effectively466
doubling production, this cannot fully account for467
the differences. The full space-time behaviour of all468
three mRNAs and proteins for this case are given in469
Figure A.17 of Appendix A. We observe that the470
system exhibits longer periods, with an increase in both471
the time between consecutive peaks and time at peak472
amplitude.473
474
In case (c) all three species have the same pro-475
duction sites with all separation distances optimal476
for only the second diffusion coefficient regime477
(xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9).478
In case (d) all three species have different production479
sites and all separation distances are only optimal480
the second diffusion coefficient regime (xm1 = 0.0,481
xm2 = ±0.05, xm3 = ±0.1, xp1 = ±0.9, xm2 = ±0.95482
and xp3 = ±1.0). In these cases oscillations are only483
observed for the second diffusion coefficient regime.484
However, since oscillations are observed for both485
case (c) and (d) this, again, indicates that the three-gene486
repressilator does not require the production sites to be487
in the same location to oscillate. Again we note that the488
period of oscillations (when they occur) for all three489
species is greater in case (d) compared to case (c). This490
suggests that when the production sites are in different491
locations the period is increased, i.e. it takes longer to492
cycle through the system.493
494
Since we find that the three-gene repressilator will495
oscillate when each of the three genes are produced496
in different locations we can extend our investigation.497
We consider a wide range of scenarios for production498
site position and find that the three-gene repressilator499
continues to oscillate readily. We investigate the500
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difference in dynamics when the separation distance501
from and on one or two mRNA(s) or protein(s) are502
non-optimum i.e. too far apart or too close.503
Figure 7: Total mRNA concentration for species 1 over
time for the three-gene repressilator, under the first dif-
fusion coefficient regime, Dm = Dp = D. Case (a) -
solid black curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 =
xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5 and xp3 = ±0.1. Case
(b) - blue dotted curve: the production sites are xm1 =
xm2 = xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5 and xp2 = xp3 = ±0.1
. Case (c) - red dashed curve: the production sites
are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xm3 = ±0.4 and xp1 = xp2 =
xp3 = ±0.5 . Case (d) - cyan dot-dashed curve: the
production sites are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = xm3 = ±0.4 and
xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5.
504
We find that the three-gene repressilator will oscillate505
when the separation distances to and from one or506
two mRNA(s) or protein(s) are too small, providing507
at least one separation pair remains optimum. In508
Figure 7 we show the oscillatory behaviour of species 1509
mRNA under the first diffusion coefficient regime510
for four specific scenarios (although a much more511
comprehensive set have been investigated). In case (a)512
the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0,513
xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5 and xp3 = ±0.1 (solid black curve),514
i.e. one pair of separation distances, acting on and515
from species 3 protein are too small. In case (b) the516
production sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5517
and xp2 = xp3 = ±0.1 (blue dotted curve), i.e. two518
pairs of separation distances, acting on and from519
species 2 and 3 proteins are too small. In case (c) the520
production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xm3 = ±0.4521
and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5 (red dashed curve),522
i.e. one pair of separation distances, acting on and523
from species 3 mRNA are too small. In case (d) the524
production sites are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = xm3 = ±0.4 and525
xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5 (cyan dot-dashed curve), i.e.526
two pairs of separation distances, acting on and from527
species 2 and 3 mRNAs are too small. In all four cases528
we observe comparable oscillations with similar amp-529
litude and period. These results were found regardless530
of which species was picked to have optimum gene-531
and protein production site separation. This suggests532
that whether the system will oscillate or not is governed533
by the greatest separation distance, rather than the534
least. Provided that this greatest distance is within the535
optimum range, the system will oscillate. Again we536
note that the amplitude and period of the oscillations537
we observe are higher than for the case when all three538
species share the same mRNA and protein production539
sites.540
Figure 8: Total mRNA concentration for species 1 for
the three-gene repressilator, under the first diffusion
coefficient regime, Dm = Dp = D. Case (a) - solid black
curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0,
xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5 and xp3 = ±0.9. Case (b) - blue dotted
curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0,
xp1 = ±0.5 and xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9. Case (c) - red dashed
curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = ±0.4,
xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9. Case (d) - cyan
dot-dashed curve: the production sites are xm1 = ±0.4,
xm2 = xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9.
541
Conducting a similar investigation considering cases542
when the separation distances to and from one or two543
mRNA(s) or protein(s) are too large, we find that the544
system does not necessarily oscillate. This would545
confirm our assertion that the system oscillates only546
when the greatest separation distance is optimised. In547
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Figure 8 we show the behaviour of species 1 mRNA548
under the first diffusion coefficient regime for four549
specific scenarios. In case (a) the production sites550
are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5551
and xp3 = ±0.9 (solid black curve), i.e. one pair of552
separation distances, acting on and from species 3553
protein are too great. In case (b) the production554
sites are xm1 = xm2 = xm3 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5 and555
xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9 (blue dotted curve), i.e. two556
pairs of separation distances, acting on and from557
species 2 and 3 proteins are too great. In case (c) the558
production sites are xm1 = xm2 = ±0.4, xm3 = 0.0559
and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9 (red dashed curve),560
i.e. one pair of separation distances, acting on and561
from species 3 mRNA are too great. In case (d) the562
production sites are xm1 = ±0.4, xm2 = xm3 = 0.0 and563
xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.9 (cyan dot-dashed curve), i.e.564
two pairs of separation distances, acting on and from565
species 2 and 3 mRNAs are too great. Only case (c)566
oscillates.567
568
All of our findings together suggest that the three-569
gene repressilator system is a more robust oscillator570
than the two-gene repressilator. It will oscillate when571
species do not share production sites and requires only572
one separation distance to be optimal, other distances573
can be too close (but not too far) and the system will574
still oscillate. We have found comparable results in575
other geometries.576
3.3. n-gene Repressilators and Summary577
In order to make comments about potential n-gene re-578
pressilators, we consider four-, five-, six- and seven-579
gene systems (Figures not provided). We observe that580
the behaviour of the four-gene is similar to that of the581
two-gene repressilator (preferentially oscillating when582
the production sites for the four genes are in the same583
location). On the other hand, and much like the three-584
gene repressilator, the five-gene repressilator will oscil-585
late for a range of conditions when the production sites586
are different. This suggests that the three-(and five-587
)gene repressilators are more robust than the two-(and588
four-)gene repressilators. For six and seven-gene sys-589
tems, we find oscillations for a wider range of cases,590
although the six-gene system oscillates less frequently591
than the seven-gene system. Increasing the number of592
genes in a repressilator system makes the system more593
robust and more likely to oscillate, with a bias towards594
an odd number of genes which (for the cases we con-595
sider) are more robust than the even number cases. In596
particular, for the cases studied here, repressilator sys-597
tems with distinct production sites preferentially oscil-598
late for systems with an odd number of genes. Since it is599
highly likely that the production sites of different genes600
are at different locations, this is an important result. If601
oscillations are to be achieved the separation distances602
between production sites of mRNA and protein must be603
optimised in relation to the rate of diffusion.604
4. Synthetic GRNs: Activator-Repressor Systems605
In this section we consider two different cases which606
we broadly classify as activator-repressor systems. For607
each we base our model on the repressilator system but608
with a change to the production term of one (or more)609
mRNA(s) so that it is promoted (rather than repressed)610
by the presence of the “preceding” protein in the chain.611
The terms we consider are612
(A)
αmphj
1 + phj
,
and613
(B) αm +
βmphj
1 + phj
,
respectively. In case (A) the rate of production of an614
mRNA increases in proportion to the amount of the615
preceding protein (although this rate is capped and as616
such the actual rate is always less than the baseline617
rate of mRNA production, αm). In case (B) the rate618
of production of an mRNA again increases in propor-619
tion to the amount of the preceding protein, but the620
actual rate is always greater than the baseline rate of621
mRNA production, αm. This second term is similar to622
that used by Sturrock et al. (2011, 2012) in their model623
of the p53-Mdm2 system. The p53-Mdm2 system624
may be considered an activator-repressor system, but625
with the negative feedback being provided by Mdm2-626
enhanced p53 degradation via ubiquitination. In our627
system, the repression is provided directly by negat-628
ive feedback to an mRNA. We consider systems which629
contain a combination of protein repression of mRNA630
production along with these new terms in which pro-631
tein activates/promotes mRNA, as such, we refer to632
them as activator-repressors. A simple schematic of an633
activator-repressor system with two genes is shown in634
Figure 9 which can be compared to Figure 4.635
4.1. Two-gene Activator-Repressor: System (A), Simple636
Activation637
We modify the system of equations for the two-gene re-638
pressilator system by altering the Hill function for the639
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Figure 9: Simple schematic of the two-gene activator-
repressor system. Each species mRNA produces its own
protein. Species 1 protein promotes the production of
species 2 mRNA, while species 2 protein inhibits the
production of species 1 mRNA.
second species so that its mRNA is promoted (rather640
than inhibited) by the first species protein. We do this641
first by modifying system (6) to incorporate term the642
positive feedback term (A), given above, in the equation643
for the second species’ mRNA. As such we refer to this644
system as activator-repressor system (A). The equations645
in 1D are:646
∂m1
∂t
= Dm
∂2m1
∂x2
+
αm
1 + ph2
δεxm1 (x) − µmm1,
∂p1
∂t
= Dp
∂2p1
∂x2
+ αpm1δεxp1 (x) − µpp1,
∂m2
∂t
= Dm
∂2m2
∂x2
+
αmph1
1 + ph1
δεxm2 (x) − µmm2,
∂p2
∂t
= Dp
∂2p2
∂x2
+ αpm2δεxp2 (x) − µpp2,
(9)
where the mi(x, t) and pi(x, t) are the concentrations of647
mRNA and protein, respectively for genes i = {1, 2}.648
The boundary conditions and the initial conditions are,649
as before (see (7) and (8)).650
651
We solve system (9) with boundary conditions (7)652
and initial conditions (8) using Matlab and the pdepe653
solver (comparable results are found with COMSOL).654
Preliminary investigations of this system show that, as655
for repressilators, both the separation length between656
production sites and value of diffusion coefficients657
are fundamental to the generation of oscillations.658
Moreover, the ranges for both diffusion coefficients659
and separation distance remain broadly similar to the660
repressilator system. In Figure 10 we show results661
for the two diffusion coefficient regimes and the same662
four cases as the two-gene repressilator, in order to663
Figure 10: Total mRNA concentrations for species 1
for the two-gene activator-repressor system (A). We
consider both the first (top panel) and second (bottom
panel) diffusion coefficient regimes. Case (a) - solid
black curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0
and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5. Case (b) - blue dotted curve: the
production sites are xm1 = 0.2, xm2 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.7
and xp2 = ±0.9. Case (c) - red dashed curve: the pro-
duction sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9.
Case (d) - cyan dot-dashed curve: the production sites
are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.1, xp1 = ±0.9 and xp2 = ±1.0.
Note that in both panels the red curve lies under the cyan
curve.
make a direct comparison between the two systems664
(see Figure 5). For the first diffusion coefficient665
regime, oscillations occur provided that the separation666
between the production sites is not too great (in this667
case oscillating for a separation of 0.5 but not 0.9).668
However, the production sites for the two species are669
not required to be in the same location; both cases (a)670
and (b) oscillate. The two-gene activator-repressilator671
system (A) is a more robust oscillator than the simple672
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two-gene repressilator since it will oscillate even when673
the two genes do not share production sites. For674
the second diffusion coefficient regime, oscillations675
occur for all cases. Thus, similarly to the two-gene676
repressilator system, increasing the diffusion coefficient677
of mRNA permits oscillations even when there is a678
greater separation between production sites. In Fig-679
ure A.18 of Appendix A we show the full space-time680
behaviour of all species concentrations for the case681
where xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5. We682
observe an increase in the overall period of oscillation683
during which the promoted species persists at high684
levels for longer while the inhibited gene exhibits685
oscillations similar to those of Hes1 (and hence the686
repressilator system.687
688
Since this system oscillates when the species have689
different production sites we also study what happens690
when pairs of separation distances between the two691
species are non-optimum. In Figure 11 we show the692
behaviour of both mRNAs under the first diffusion693
coefficient regime for four different cases where separ-694
ations between mRNAs and proteins are too far apart.695
In the first two cases the separation on and from one696
species protein is too far apart. For the first case we697
consider the protein of species 1 (i.e. xm1 = xm2 = 0.0,698
xp1 = ±0.9 and xp2 = ±0.5) and for the second the pro-699
tein of species 2 (i.e. xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5 and700
xp2 = ±0.9). Oscillations are observed only in the first701
case, when the separation on and from species 1 protein702
is too far apart. In the third and fourth cases the separ-703
ation on and from one species mRNA is too far apart,704
for the first case we consider the mRNA of species 1705
(i.e. xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.5 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9) and706
for the second the mRNA of species 2 (i.e. xm1 = ±0.5,707
xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9). Oscillations are708
observed in both cases.709
710
Interesting dynamics are also observed for the system711
when we bring the production sites close together.712
For both diffusion coefficient regimes, we observe713
large amplitude oscillations in the second species but714
very low amplitude oscillations in the first species.715
When only one of the species is too close, it does not716
matter which species is operating under the optimum717
separation; oscillations will occur. In either case, the718
peak widths for species 1 are much narrower and the719
peak levels obtained are much lower than for species720
2, particularly when species 1 is operating under the721
non-optimum distance. We show this behaviour in722
Figure 12 which considers three cases of production723
sites; (a) xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = xp2 = ±0.1, (b)724
Figure 11: Total mRNA concentrations for species
1 (top panel) and 2 (bottom panel) for the two-gene
activator-repressor system (A) under the first diffusion
coefficient regime, Dm = Dp = D. Case (a) - solid
black curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0,
xp1 = ±0.9 and xp2 = ±0.5. Case (b) - dotted blue
curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0,
xp1 = ±0.5 and xp2 = ±0.9. Case (c) - dashed red
curve: the production sites are xm1 = 0.0, xm2 = ±0.5
and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9. Case (d) - dot-dashed cyan
curve: the production sites are xm1 = ±0.5, xm2 = 0.0
and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9.
xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.1 and xp2 = ±0.5 and (c)725
xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5 and xp2 = ±0.1. Oscilla-726
tions are observed in all cases, although the amplitude727
of species 1 oscillations for case (a) is extremely low.728
729
The findings presented in this section indicate that730
the two-gene activator-repressor system (A) is a more731
robust oscillator than its repressilator counterpart and732
will oscillate for a wide range of conditions like the733
three-gene repressilator. However, it remains important734
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Figure 12: Total mRNA concentrations for species
1 (top panel) and 2 (bottom panel) for the two-gene
activator-repressor system (A) under the first diffusion
coefficient regime, Dm = Dp = D. Case (a) - solid
black curve: the production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0,
xp1 = xp2 = ±0.1. Case (b) - dotted blue curve: the
production sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.1 and
xp2 = ±0.5. Case (c) - dashed red curve: the production
sites are xm1 = xm2 = 0.0, xp1 = ±0.5 and xp2 = ±0.1.
to optimise both diffusion coefficients and production735
site separation distances.736
4.2. Two-gene Activator-Repressor: System (B), En-737
hanced Production738
For this activator-repressor system we again modify the739
system of equations given for the two-gene repressil-740
ator system, (6), by altering the Hill function for the741
second species. In this case we use the enhanced pro-742
duction term (B), and as such we refer to this system as743
the activator-repressor system (B). The equations in 1D744
are:745
∂m1
∂t
= Dm1
∂2m1
∂x2
+
αm
1 + ph2
δεxm1
(x) − µmm1,
∂p1
∂t
= Dp1
∂2p1
∂x2
+ αpm1δεxp1 (x) − µpp1,
∂m2
∂t
= Dm2
∂2m2
∂x2
+
αm + βmph1
1 + ph1
 δεxm2 (x) − µmm2,
∂p2
∂t
= Dp2
∂2p2
∂x2
+ αpm2δεxp2 (x) − µpp2,
(10)
where the variables mi(x, t) and pi(x, t) remain as per746
(9). The boundary conditions and the initial conditions747
are, as before (see (7) and (8)).748
749
Once again we explore the effect of varying the distance750
between the mRNA gene-site and the protein produc-751
tion sites on the spatio-temporal dynamics of the sys-752
tem. We take βm = 10.0 while all other parameters753
are as in Table 1. Figure 13 shows the computational754
results of numerical simulations of (10) where the loc-755
ations of the protein production sites are varied relat-756
ive to the fixed mRNA gene-sites (xmi = 0). As before757
we solve the system (10) with associated boundary con-758
ditions (7) and initial conditions (8) using Matlab and759
the pdepe solver (comparable results were found using760
COMSOL). The graphs show the total concentrations of761
mRNA and protein for species 1 (comparable behaviour762
for species 2) over time and demonstrate that if the pro-763
tein production sites are too close or too far away from764
the mRNA gene-site, then oscillations are lost. We note765
that although there is a range of values of xpi which766
lead to oscillations, this range is far more constricted767
and further away from the mRNA gene-site than for the768
previous synthetic systems. In this case a separation of769
0.5 length units would be too close, while a separation770
of 0.9 length units would be optimal. Furthermore, this771
system is far more sensitive to changes in diffusion coef-772
ficients. While for the other two systems we were able773
to vary the diffusion coefficients by orders of magnitude,774
for this system only slight changes may be implemen-775
ted. As such we do not consider the second diffusion776
coefficient regime for this system. When oscillations777
do occur we observe that the nature of the oscillations778
is also different; while peak levels of mRNA and pro-779
tein are comparable to levels seen for the other systems,780
the baseline values of both species are far higher. This781
is intuitive since for this activator-repressor system (B),782
the mRNA production rate (of one species) now var-783
ies between a lower bound of αm and an upper bound784
of αm + βm, whereas for activator-repressor system (A),785
both mRNA production rates are bounded below by zero786
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Figure 13: Total mRNA (top panel) and protein (bot-
tom panel) concentration for species 1 for the two-gene
activator-repressor system (B). The mRNA gene-sites
are xmi = 0.0, i = 1, 2 and the protein production sites
where are xpi = ±0.8,±0.88,±0.94,±1.0, i = 1, 2. Res-
ults are for the first diffusion coefficient regime, Dm =
Dp = D.
and above by αm. This behaviour can also be seen in787
Figure A.19 of Appendix A which shows the full space-788
time behaviour of all species concentrations for the case789
where xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9. We790
observe sustained oscillations of mRNA and protein for791
both species in space and time, with a sustained base792
level of expression.793
4.3. Three-gene Activator-Repressor Systems794
To consider the activator-repressor systems further, we795
make preliminary investigations into three-gene sys-796
tems. Note that the addition of a further gene to797
activator-repressor systems increases the complexity.798
An activator-repressor system with three-genes could799
contain either two up-regulated and one down-regulated800
mRNA or two down-regulated and one up-regulated801
mRNA. Our brief investigations show that (for either802
activator-repressor system) a system with two down-803
regulated mRNA will not oscillate for a range of condi-804
tions but a system with only one-down regulated mRNA805
will always lead to oscillations in at least one of the spe-806
cies concentrations.807
5. Discussion and Conclusions808
In this paper we have considered spatio-temporal809
models of gene regulatory networks considering810
both actual (Hes1) and synthetic (repressilators and811
acitvator-repressors) systems. The study of synthetic812
GRNs is relevant in the current climate of research813
as biologists collaborate with mathematicians to814
construct and analyse such systems to gain a deeper815
understanding of the underpinning biology (see, for816
example, Balagadde et al., 2008; Becskei and Serrano,817
2000; Elowitz and Leibler, 2000; Purcell et al., 2010;818
Chen et al., 2012; O’Brien et al., 2012; Yordanov et al.,819
2014). It is known that GRNs with negative feedback820
components frequently exhibit oscillatory behaviour821
and mathematical modelling has largely focussed on822
the temporal dynamics using ODE and/or DDE models.823
Our results show that the dynamics of GRNs can be824
controlled by spatial components of the PDE model825
with specific spatial conditions leading to oscillations.826
This work is in-line with and generalises previous work827
by Sturrock et al. (2011, 2012) and Chaplain et al.828
(2015). We stress the importance of including spatial829
components when modelling GRNs, as they are key to830
generating periodic behaviour.831
832
More specifically we have investigated the import-833
ance of gene and protein location by considering the834
relative positions of mRNA gene-sites and protein835
production sites. We have found that the separation836
between mRNA and protein production for the simple837
Hes1 system must be optimised in order to achieve838
oscillations. This optimisation requires the protein839
production sites to be neither too far away nor too close840
to the mRNA gene-site, although the precise optimal841
ranges will be affected by the size of the diffusion842
coefficient(s). Imayoshi and Kageyama (2014) have843
shown that oscillatory and sustained expression of844
bHlH transcription factors (such as Hes1) correspond845
to different states for neural progenitors (self-renewing846
and fate determining, respectively). Changes to spatial847
structure provide a realistic mechanism for control848
of GRNs. Since parameters, diffusion coefficients in849
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particular, are not well known, we suggest further850
work is needed to determine parameter regimes more851
precisely.852
853
Our investigation into synthetic networks confirms854
the importance of spatial modelling of GRNs whilst at855
the same time has delivered some interesting results856
which merit further investigation and analysis.857
858
Firstly we have found that multi-gene systems859
built solely on negative feedback (repressilators)860
preferentially generate oscillations for systems with861
an odd number of genes. In particular systems with862
three or five genes are found to oscillate for a wide863
range of conditions whereas systems with two or four864
do not. This disparity in behaviour has been found in865
other models (see Purcell et al., 2010). For three- (and866
five-gene) systems, our simulations showed that dispar-867
ate production sites for each species caused elongated868
oscillation periods (particularly the time spent at peak869
concentration levels) compared to cases where all spe-870
cies shared production sites. Oscillations were found871
provided that the greatest separation between mRNA872
gene-site and protein production site was optimised.873
Initial investigations of higher order systems indicates874
that increasing the number of genes makes the system875
more robust and likely to oscillate. For an ODE model876
of multi-gene repressilators, Strelkowa and Barahona877
(2010) found that increasing the number of genes lead878
to increased stability of periodic solutions. Our results879
indicate that this is also true of a comparable PDE880
system, something which requires further study. If881
proven, this result may suggest that the complexity882
due to the number of genes in biologically realistic883
networks, particularly cascades, are designed in such a884
way to maximise the likelihood of periodic behaviour885
while the precise locations of processes may be the key886
to controlling the timescale of oscillations.887
888
Our study of activator-repressor models considered two889
such systems: the first, (A), in which the promotion890
of one species is activated by another but remains891
capped by the natural rate of mRNA production (which892
serves as an upper bound) and the second, (B), where893
production is enhanced above the natural rate of mRNA894
production (now serving as a lower bound). The895
first of these two systems is more likely to oscillate896
than the second which is in agreement with previous897
modelling (Sturrock et al., 2015). In fact the two-gene898
activator-repressor (A) oscillates more readily than the899
two-gene repressilator (particularly when production900
sites of the species are different). Again oscillations901
were found provided that the greatest separation902
between mRNA gene-site and protein production903
site was optimised. Very brief investigations into904
three-gene activator-repressor systems have shown905
that oscillations are unlikely when two species inhibits906
and one promotes for either system (A) or (B). Oscil-907
lations are found when one species inhibits and two908
promote (particularly for activator-repressor system909
(A)). This result and others discussed here provide910
some indication that oscillatory behaviour is governed911
to an extent by the global “sign” of the feedback. For912
example, a two-gene repressilator is globally positive913
(having two negative interactions), while a two-gene914
activator-repressor is globally negative (having one915
negative and one positive interaction). For the results916
presented here we have found that globally negative917
systems oscillate preferentially. However, this is merely918
an observation and requires further study. Increasing919
the number of genes/species for systems with both920
activation and repression leads to increased variation in921
the system set-up (depending on how many and which922
species activate or inhibit). As such they have not been923
well-studied. We have provided some key simulations,924
however, further work on such systems is required and925
is on-going.926
927
In this paper we have focussed only on the beha-928
viour of intracellular gene regulation in isolation within929
a single cell. Of course in many in vitro experiments930
and in vivo, cells exist in communities and it is im-931
portant that they communicate with and signal to each932
other. For example, as is the case for the developmental933
process of somitogenesis, intracellular signalling is934
coordinated in an intercellular manner. In particular935
the oscillatory expression of certain proteins within936
cells can be synchronous (see, for example, Lewis,937
2003; Terry et al., 2011). Understanding how cell-cell938
interactions affect gene regulation and the dynamics939
of a group of cells or a tissue could form the basis of940
future investigation.941
942
Overall the results of this paper confirm the im-943
portance of modelling transcription factor systems944
where negative feedback loops are involved (both945
actual and synthetic), using explicitly spatial models.946
Given the current level of interest in synthetic biology947
and the technological tools available to synthetic948
biologists, the findings in this paper indicate that949
experimentalists should take molecular movement into950
account when trying to design such systems.951
952
Most of the previous work in this area has adop-953
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ted a delay differential equation approach where a954
discrete time delay is included in a system of ODEs.955
As well as transcription and translation, the delay is956
taken to account for molecular movement without957
explicitly incorporating this mechanism into the model.958
By explicitly incorporating spatial terms into our959
model, we are able to say something more focussed960
about the importance of molecular movement and the961
effect of molecular transport time between nucleus962
and cytoplasm. Recent work on spatial models and963
the results of this paper show that the incorporation964
of spatial affects into models of GRNs allows us to965
reproduce the known oscillatory dynamics, periodicity966
being an emergent property of the PDE systems. While967
delay equations also capture the overall oscillatory968
dynamics of GRNs, considering spatial models which969
incorporate intracellular molecular movement directly970
will allow connections to be made with experimental971
data arising from single cell experiments. Increasingly972
biologists are developing techniques to tag and monitor973
the movement of molecules in single cells (e.g. FRAP,974
FLIP, FRET, FLIM, FCS, FCCS, ICS, ICCS, PCA975
etc. cf. Spiller et al. (2010)). Developing appropriate976
mathematical models that have the ability to analyse977
the spatial data that arises from such single-cell ex-978
periments is also, therefore, important (Spiller et al.,979
2010), which is where spatial models such as those980
presented in this paper can bring new insights to981
the problem. In addition to describing the overall982
mRNA and protein concentrations over time (cf. Lewis983
(2003)) the computational results of our model (i.e.984
the spatio-temporal figures in Appendix A) may be985
compared with single cell experiments where proteins986
are fluorescently labelled, (e.g. Lahav et al., 2004;987
Nelson et al., 2004; Geva-Zatorsky et al., 2006; Ashall988
et al., 2009; Spiller et al., 2010), although this is beyond989
the remit of the current paper. Populations of cells are990
heterogenous in nature, with differences at both the991
genetic and the phenotypic level. In order to continue992
to study intracellular dynamics (and potentially the993
subsequent cell-cell dynamics) it is important to have994
mathematical models which can account explicitly995
for the phenotypic variation between individual cells.996
Spatial models permit a realistic modelling of indi-997
vidual cells where it is required to analyse the aspects998
of phenotypic variation which arise from differences999
in intracellular structure – such as different protein1000
production sites, variations in diffusion coefficients1001
between molecules, spatially-dependent diffusion due1002
to intracellular structural heterogeneity, or transport1003
of molecules across the nuclear membrane. As the1004
imaging techniques themselves are further developed1005
and refined (e.g. Betzig et al., 2006; Manley et al.,1006
2008; van de Linde et al., 2011; Won et al., 2011;1007
Bar-On et al., 2012; Hiersemenzel et al., 2013) it is also1008
important to continue to develop spatial mathematical1009
models.1010
1011
A follow-up paper will discuss similar results for1012
a stochastic model. Taking the lead from Sturrock et al.1013
(2013) we will examine repressilator and activator-1014
repressor systems by modelling their biochemical1015
reactions, incorporating the idea of a promoter to1016
which the protein species bind/unbind affecting the rate1017
of mRNA transcription. Spatial aspects will also be1018
incorporated to reaffirm the message relayed here.1019
Appendix A. Spatio-temporal Figures1020
Here we provide the full spatio-temporal behaviour1021
of mRNA and protein concentrations for certain cases1022
highlighted throughout the paper, which while not1023
adding to the results compound them and help to show1024
some of the key types of behaviour observed.1025
1026
In Figure A.14 we show the full space-time beha-1027
viour of mRNA and protein concentrations for the Hes11028
system (1) with xm = 0.0 and xp = {±0.1,±0.5,±0.9},1029
in the top, middle and bottom panels, respectively.1030
1031
In Figure A.15 we show the full space-time behaviour1032
of mRNA and protein concentrations for the Hes11033
system (1) with xm = 0.0 and xp = {±0.1,±0.5,±0.9},1034
for the second diffusion coefficient regime. Thus, we1035
enable direct comparisons between Figure A.15 (in1036
which Dm = 0.0075 and Dp = D) and Figure A.14 (in1037
which Dm = Dp = D). We note that for the second1038
diffusion coefficient regime peak levels of mRNA are1039
typically lower, while peak levels of the protein are1040
typically higher.1041
1042
In Figure A.16 we show the full space-time behaviour1043
of mRNA and protein concentrations for the three-gene1044
(n = 3) repressilator system (6) with xmi = 0.0 and1045
xpi = ±0.5. We observe that all three species exhibit the1046
same behaviour (the space-time plots in Figure A.16 are1047
identical for each species). Furthermore, this behaviour1048
matches exactly with the behaviour of the Hes1 system1049
with xp = ±0.5 (the space-time plots in Figure A.16 are1050
identical to those in the middle panel of Figure A.14).1051
1052
In Figure A.17 we show the full space-time behaviour1053
of mRNA and protein concentrations for the three-gene1054
(n = 3) repressilator system (6) with xm1 = 0.0,1055
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Figure A.14: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) concentrations for the Hes1
system. The top panels indicate the behaviour when the
production sites are too close together (xm = 0.0 and
xp = ±0.1). The middle panels indicate the behaviour
when the production sites are at an optimum distance
(xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.5). The bottom panels indicate
the behaviour when the production sites are too far apart
(xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.9).
xm2 = ±0.2, xm3 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.5, xp2 = ±0.71056
and xp3 = ±0.9. Comparing these plots, to those in1057
Figure A.16, we can more clearly see the differences1058
in oscillatory behaviour. There is a notable increase1059
in both the time between consecutive peaks and time1060
at peak amplitude. In addition, the different species1061
oscillate out of phase.1062
1063
In Figure A.18 we show the full space-time beha-1064
viour of all species concentrations for the case where1065
xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5. Compar-1066
ing these plots to the middle panel of Figure A.14,1067
differences in behaviour are readily apparent. The1068
oscillations for species 1 are comparable to the Hes11069
(and hence repressilator oscillations) at least in terms1070
of the peak levels and peak widths. However, the peak1071
levels and widths for species 2 are much greater for1072
the activator-repressor system (A), suggesting high1073
levels of species 2 persist for longer. The period of1074
oscillations for the whole system is also increased.1075
Figure A.15: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) concentrations for the Hes1
system, with Dm = 0.0075 and Dp = D. The top panel
indicate the behaviour when the production sites are
xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.1. The middle panels indicate the
behaviour when the production sites are xm = 0.0 and
xp = ±0.5. The bottom panels indicate the behaviour
when the production sites are xm = 0.0 and xp = ±0.9.
1076
In Figure A.19 we show the full space-time beha-1077
viour of all species concentrations for the case where1078
xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9. We observe1079
sustained oscillations of mRNA and protein for both1080
species in space and time, with a sustained base level of1081
expression. Note that peak levels are higher for species1082
2.1083
Appendix B. Hes1 System in 2D and 3D1084
We also considered the behaviour of the Hes1 system in1085
other geometries. In considering production zones for1086
the mRNA and protein, we discovered behaviour com-1087
parable to the 1D case. The production zones for mRNA1088
and protein must be optimally separated if the system is1089
to oscillate. The results for these other geometries show1090
that the results reported in the paper are independent of1091
the geometry.1092
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Figure A.16: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) for the three-gene repressilator
with species 1−3 displayed in the top to bottom panels,
respectively. Shown is the behaviour when the produc-
tion sites are in the same location, namely xm1 = xm2 =
xm3 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = xp3 = ±0.5. Results are for
the first diffusion coefficient regime, Dm = Dp = D.
Appendix B.1. Hes1 System for a Unit Circle1093
We model the cell as a 2D circular domain with radius1094
unity, centered at the origin. The system was given by1095
the following equations:1096
∂m
∂t
= D∇2m + αm
1 + ph
δεrm (x, y) − µm
∂p
∂t
= D∇2p + αpmδεrp (x, y) − µp
(B.1)
where m(x, y, t) is the concentration of hes1 mRNA1097
and p(x, y, t) is the concentration of Hes1 protein. The1098
boundary conditions at the cell membrane are:1099
∂m
∂n
=
∂p
∂n
= 0 (B.2)
where n is a unit normal to the boundary surface. We1100
assume zero initial concentrations. We consider that the1101
mRNA and protein are made in specific regions of the1102
cell, and specifically consider the separation between1103
these two regions. We use a comparable Dirac approx-1104
imations of the δ-like distribution function located at the1105
Figure A.17: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) for the three-gene repressilator
with species 1−3 displayed in the top to bottom panels,
respectively. Shown is the behaviour when the produc-
tion sites are in different locations, namely xm1 = 0.0,
xm2 = ±0.2, xm3 = ±0.4, xp1 = ±0.5, xp2 = ±0.7 and
xp3 = ±0.9. Results are for the first diffusion coefficient
regime, Dm = Dp = D.
production sites radii ri, where i = {m, p}, such that1106
δεri (x, y) =

1
2ε
[
1 + cos
(
pi(r − ri)
ε
)]
|r − ri| < ε,
0 |r − ri| ≥ ε,
(B.3)
with r the radial position, such that r2 = x2 + y2. As1107
such, rm±ε and rp±ε will be annular regions of mRNA1108
and protein production respectively. We considered the1109
effect of varying the position of rm and rp finding that1110
there must be an optimum separation between rm and1111
rp. There must be a gap between sites where mRNA1112
and protein are produced but this gap must not be too1113
great.1114
1115
In Figure B.20 we show the behaviour of the mRNA1116
and protein concentrations for specific cases. In each1117
case rm = 0.0 is fixed and we vary rp taking the values1118
rp = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. We solve system (B.1) us-1119
ing COMSOL taking the same parameters as for the 1D1120
model (see Table 1) apart from αm which we increase1121
to 10.0 to account for the increased domain size going1122
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Figure A.18: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) for the two-gene activator-
repressor system (A) with species 1 (top panel) and 2
(bottom panel). Shown is the behaviour when the pro-
duction sites are in the same location and optimally sep-
arated, namely, xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.5.
Results are for the first diffusion coefficient regime,
Dm = Dp = D.
from 1D to 2D. When the gap between production is too1123
small (rp = 0.1) or too great (rp = 0.9) the system does1124
not oscillate. For values of rp in between (i.e. for optim-1125
ally separated production zones) the system shows peri-1126
odic behaviour. Qualitatively this behaviour is as for the1127
1D system as can be seen be comparing Figures B.201128
and 2.1129
Appendix B.2. Hes1 System for an Ellipse1130
We model the cell in 2D as a elliptical domain, centered1131
at the origin. The semi-major axis is taken to be 1.51132
while the semi-minor axis is set to unity. The delta-like1133
functions in this geometry take the same form but where1134
now1135
r2 =
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
, (B.4)
with a = 1.5 and b = 1 to mirror the shape of the1136
elliptical domain. Again whether the system will1137
oscillate depends on the values of rm and rp, more1138
specifically on their relative position.1139
1140
In Figure B.21 we show the behaviour of the mRNA1141
and protein for specific cases to compare with Fig-1142
ure B.20. In each case rm = 0.0 is fixed and we vary1143
rp taking the values rp = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. Again1144
we solve system (B.1) using COMSOL and take the1145
same parameters as for the 2D circular model. The1146
Figure A.19: Spatial-temporal concentrations of mRNA
(left) and protein (right) for the two-gene activator-
repressor system (B) with species 1 (top panel) and 2
(bottom panel). Shown is the behaviour when the pro-
duction sites are in the same location and optimally sep-
arated, namely, xm1 = xm2 = 0.0 and xp1 = xp2 = ±0.9.
Results are for the first diffusion coefficient regime,
Dm = Dp = D.
results are similar to the 1D and circular 2D cases,1147
although oscillations are not sustained for the elliptical1148
case when rp = 0.7. However, the result that there must1149
be an optimum separation between production zones is1150
still valid.1151
Appendix B.3. Hes1 System for a Sphere1152
We model the cell in 3D as a spherical domain, centered1153
at the origin with radius unity. The equations we use1154
in this geometry are equivalent to (B.1) but now we1155
consider three dimensions so that m(x, y, z, t) is the1156
concentration of hes1 mRNA and p(x, y, z, t) is the1157
concentration of Hes1 protein. The delta-like functions1158
in this geometry take the same form but where now1159
r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. As before whether the system will1160
oscillate depends on the separation between rm and rp.1161
1162
In Figure B.22 we show the behaviour of the mRNA1163
and protein for specific cases to compare with Figures1164
B.20 and B.21. In each case rm = 0.0 is fixed and we1165
vary rp taking the values rp = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.1166
Again we solve the system (B.1) using COMSOL and1167
take the same parameters as for the 2D circular model,1168
although to avoid difficulties with the mesh size we1169
choose ε = 0.1. The results are comparable to the 1D1170
and 2D cases.1171
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Figure B.20: Total mRNA (top panel) and protein (bot-
tom panel) concentrations for the Hes1 system (B.1)
in 2D with circular geometry. Shown is the behaviour
when the mRNA gene-site is located at rm = 0.0 and the
protein production zones, rp, vary (see legend).
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